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DUEF University Diploma in
French Studies: Language,
Culture and Society

Number of hours
234h
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Présentation
The ‘Language, Culture and Society’ DUEF (University Diploma
in French Studies) diploma is a program aimed at improving
and developing the French language skills of B1, B2 and
C1 level students. It also allows them to learn more about
French society and, more generally speaking, francophone
culture.

Type of course
on site
Type of training
Initial / further training
Number of ECTS points
30
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Participants

-any person who wishes to spend one or several semesters
learning French and discovering culture in France and other
francophone countries;
-students who would like to study at a French university;
-any person who wants to develop French language skills as
part of a professional project.

Course fees
2018/2019 fee: 1550€
University registration fee: 170€
Student contribution
life & events: 90€
Dates
September 9th to December 20th, 2019
January 7st to May 20th, 2020
September 7th to December 18th, 2020
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Entrance requirements

Students must have
- a high school diploma equivalent to the French ‘baccalauréat’;

- an A2 level in French acquired.

crédit Besancon.fr

Contact
duef-cla@univ-fcomte.fr
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Course content
This course will enable students to
g

Communicate through reading and writing in various
situations;
- Learn how the French language works;
- Understand French society and culture in France and other
French-speaking countries and develop intercultural skills;
- Specialize in linguistics, literature or economics;
- Master the language and methodological skills needed to
study at a university in France.

This program is composed of compulsory classes and
optional classes.
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The compulsory classes are based on main skills: listening
and speaking, reading and writing, learning more about French
society, grammar.
A large array of options allows everyone to practice their
language skills and acquire knowledge in various fields
like literature, art history, phonetics, business French,
management, French contemporary history, theatre or cinema.
The optional classes offer communication activities and
language study based on a variety of authentic documents
(newspapers, movies, radio programs, extracts from novels,
blogs, etc.).
Students are also asked to fulfill immersive tasks (street
interviews, company visits, discovery games, meetings with
authors or elementary school students, etc.)
Students are evaluated through continuous assessment.

This programm includes special opportunities of
immersives experiences in france:
- work placements to discover how French companies
operate;
- a volunteer work with local associations.
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